Why Not Prosper, Inc.

Offering Women In Distress A Hand Up…Not a Hand Out

Why Not Prosper is a residential transitional home for women coming out of incarceration.

All residents are expected to live and work together as a family.

This is a no non-sense program and should be chosen as a home plan only if you are committed to turning your life around and long term recovery.

Guidelines:

1. NO phone calls should be made or received during studies/groups and after 10 p.m.
2. Visitors are allowed only with staff approval and during approved days/times.
3. Any use or possession of illegal drugs, alcohol or any weapon or firearm can result in immediate withdrawal from the program.
4. Residents must attend and actually participate in ALL of the following:
   - Relapse prevention including 12 step meetings
   - Individual and group counseling
   - Expected to do whatever you are asked by staff without complaining
   - Random drug testing

Disciplinary Points System:

1. 6 points means expulsion from the program.
2. Some infractions such as drug use are immediate grounds for termination.

Resident’s Responsibilities

1. Each resident is responsible for keeping room clean and doing their own laundry.
2. Each resident is given a residential manual which contracts house rules and guidelines.
3. Each resident must do the following in each resident manual:
   - Daily journal and writing about how you feel and what happened each day
   - Complete “Good Bye” letter
   - Complete an autobiography of your life
   - Complete “Last Run” assignment
   - Exercise journal showing physical exercise by each resident
   - Complete an income worksheet
   - Complete a social journal showing fun things you have done throughout each week
   - Residents must set goals in several different areas, including spiritual, financial, relationships, etc.
THERE WILL BE A ORIENTATION PERIOD FOR THE FIRST 14 DAYS

1. Residents will take care of parole and program issues
2. Obtain state identification
3. Must pay weekly program fee of $100
4. Residents are allowed to keep $50 a week for personal use
5. Actively look for work during the orientation period
6. Take available work
7. Start depositing remaining monies in an escrow account to assist in renting your own apartment

Women who attend this program with sheer determination and dedication to rebuild their lives’ are most likely to graduate from the program, stay clean, amend broken relationships, and succeed in life.

If these are your goals, we are ready to go to any lengths necessary in our quest to support you achieve them.

By signing this document, I state that I have read and understand all of the above and will abide by all rules of this program.

______________________________  ______________________________
Resident Signature              Counselor Signature